
Harvesting
weather
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than the harvest time last
year, when some of the
soybeans were lost entirely
due to the weather con-
ditions. Fanners had to
battle with freezing rain,
cold, and mud, and finally

snow before some finally
gave up on harvesting all of
their crops.

This year’s soybean crop
looks a lot better, with the
crop harvested earlier in the
much more reasonable
weather.

The drying of the com has
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been easier too due to the only complaint about
warm dry weather. lack of rain came from

Actually, when the far- formers who were worried
mere thought about it, they their small grains
noted that it has actually Panted for the Winter,
been about two months since nee d some rain for my
there has been any real ram Fall grams,” one wheat and
in the area. barley farmer stated. “They
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A barn
cleanerfe an
“everyday”
machine.
builds ’em
to last

Cleaning barns is part of your everyday routine. Badger keeps it
routine. When you’re running tight, Badger keeps you on-schedule with
a dependable, trouble-free barn cleaner.

Badger’s chain is designed to operate smoothly with minimum wear.
Every link is heat-treated forged steel, joined by heavy carbon-steel
pins. The closed links reduce chain stretching...so there’s no need to
clean your barn twice a day, if you have a long installation. Badger
chain is built to carry a full load.

See Your Local Badger Dealer
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Harvesting weather was exceptionally good this year, farmers report, telling that they lost no time
dueto inclemeniweather.

just aren’t getting the start
that they need.”

Another man commented
that his Fall grains were
doing all right, but that he
had gotten them planted
exceptionally early, while
there was still alot of
moisture that they could
draw on. In fact, he said that
they were doing fine, with
goodgrowth.

But he had also heard of
other farmers whose Fall
grain crops were not doing
quite so well, and these had
been planted later in the
Fall. Then they would have
been more affected by the
dry weather.

) have a
nice weekend...
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